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Introduction

“Coveted and privileged but also profoundly precarious”: This is the description of the
working place “university” in a recent study about higher education and research1 and
parenthood in the federal state of North Rhine-Westphalia (Metz-Göckel et al. 2009:
69). This characterization shows the overall impression of a profession in higher
education and research, which has been seen as a desired place and the silver bullet for
many students in the past. Such a positive imagine has been amended during the past
years. Recent research and frequent reports on young researchers leaving the German
universities have shown significant problems regarding the working conditions,
payment, sustainability and reliability of an academic career. Long-during qualification
periods and the dependence on a single person (mentor) force young researchers into a
situation where personal differences or content-based dissensions may become a serious
thread to the academic qualification and therefore to the own future. The “way out” is
closed, when a final decision – the appointment as a professor – has been unsuccessful.
Women are obviously not participating in higher education and research and research in
the same amount as men do. This fact has been repeatedly named, proved and is, last
but not least, also recognized by most of the government and state institutions in
Europe. Manifold statistics and action plans have been developed while at the same
time, only little progress has been made since women were allowed to enter higher
education more than 100 years ago. While in the beginning the debate has focused on
the capability of women to do higher education and research, this is not challenged any
more. Later, the focus has changed towards the “special interests” of women and their
double burden for family responsibilities, while the university structures mainly
remained unchallenged. That has been an important approach in the feminist research,
which has nowadays reached out into the mainstream research. The constituting selfimage of research as a neutral, fact-finding entity that is blind for anything else than
competences of the individuals has been an insurmountable obstacle to feminist and
gender-oriented criticism. For a long time, the focus of gender-oriented reforms has
been on the women themselves. This does not only conflict with the self-image of the
successfully competing scientist but also was able to discourage women by defining
them being the problem. The work division and specific tasks women have to cover as a
result of traditional gender roles leaves them often out of the inner circle of scientists.

1

The German term “Wissenschaft” is difficult to translate to English, since the term “science” has been used in as a
translation both for Wissenschaft and Naturwissenschaft. I will use “higher education and research” in the
meaning of Wissenschaft, comprising all subjects and emphasising the concurrence of research and teaching etc.
Even though there are extra-mural research institutions, the majority of researchers are working within a
university, thus combining teaching and research.
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But the double burden of family care and professional life cannot be the only reason for
the lack of women in higher education and research. Many female researchers are
childless. Nevertheless they are underrepresented compared to their male counterparts.
A long history of sole male scientific institutions seems to have left structural barriers
and implicit hurdles that men still seem to take easier than women.
Research on the role of women in higher education and research in Germany dates back
to the end of the 19th century (Lind 2004: 18f.). The debate on women’s access to higher
education was accompanied by some studies, amongst those the still well known one by
Arthur Kirchhoff from 1897, “Die akademische Frau” (the academic woman).2 The
approach of stock taking opinions on women in academia has also been the main
objective of research in the 1950ies. During the 1960ies, the situation of women came
into the focus of – now mainly female – researchers. They enlightened the situation of
female researches, showing those problems that still seem to constitute the environment
for many women in academia: Lack of acceptance, longer qualification periods and lack
of family life (e.g. Bimmer 1972). The increased acceptance of women’s research in the
1980ies led to an increase in research on the situation of women in academia. In the
1990ies, also the situation of women in the Eastern German Länder played an important
role. Throughout the last years, the perspective of research has changed from a women
centred view to the idea of “gendered organisations”. Since the 1990ies, the focus of
research has also widened to women in extra-mural institutes (Lind 2004: 20-36).
However, the statistical knowledge has remained very little for many years. While
Germany has very developed methods for student statistics, this is not the case for
doctorate candidates.3 Decent statistics about staff exists, but it often lacks the
connection to qualification periods such as the doctoral stage. At the same time, the
attention of researchers towards academic careers and gender segregation has led to a
number of material, both academic as well as from the political decision makers. Due to
this increased attention, the basis for a comprehensive report is quite broad.4
Nonetheless, this research varies a lot in methods, approaches and focuses. A recent
research overview on the subject of “parenthood and research” has listed 329
publications on those topics (Banavas/Zens 2009).

2

Full title: Kirchhoff, Arthur (Ed.), Die akademische Frau. Gutachten hervorragender Universitätsprofessoren,
Frauenlehrer und Schriftsteller über die Befähigung der Frau zum wissenschaftlichen Studium und Berufe (The
academic woman. Expertise by outstanding university professors, women’s teachers and writers on the ability of
women to academic studies and profession). In this survey, around 100 professors are interviewed on their views
on women in higher education.
3
Cf. www.destatis.de
4
An overview of relevant previous work until 2003 has been done by Inken Link (Lind 2004).
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Recently, Anke Burkhardt (2008) published a comprehensive analysis of academic
careers and the German support system. This has been the basis for the first
governmental report on support of young researches (Bundesbericht zur Förderung des
Wissenschaftlichen Nachwuchses)5. Additionally, two parliamentary hearings have been
held on the topic of young scientists and women in research during the last two years.
They came along with expert statements that gave important information on the
situation of young scientists and especially young women in research, amongst others
the expert statements of Gewerkschaft Erziehung und Wissenschaft (GEW)(GEW 2008;
GEW 2009).
Information on the family situation of junior researchers has been recently gained
through two different researches. One – still ongoing – survey on the situation of junior
staff and their family perspectives covers 40 000 young researchers at 19 universities in
Germany (www.bawie.de). First quantitative results have been published. In another
research, the statistics of the academic staff in junior positions in the federal state of
North Rhine-Westphalia has been analysed regarding their family and work situation,
completed with qualitative interviews (Metz-Göckel et al. 2009). Grün et al. (2009)
recently studied the general working conditions of junior researchers in a survey at three
German universities.
It will be a task for this study, to identify a central theme throughout this information. A
lack of information and knowledge remains in the area of other aspects of exclusion:
We know almost nothing about the professional development of migrants, foreigners
and disabled persons in academia (Burkhardt 2008: 86). Furthermore, lack of
information has been identified in three areas: (1) statistical information, especially on
doctoral students and post-docs, but also on support programmes (2) empirical research,
especially on access to and success of doctorates and whereabouts of post-docs as well
as cross-sectional aspects regarding gender equality, and (3) academic support and
evaluation of support programmes (Burkhardt 2008: 609-620.

5

http://www.buwin.de
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Gender aspects in higher education and research

The lack of women in senior positions in higher education and research has become a
well-known aspect of gender equality debates in higher education since many years.
Even though the number of female students has continuously increased since women
were allowed to enter universities at the beginning of the last century, women seem to
remain lonely, when it comes to the higher-ranking senior positions, such as professors.
This so called “leaky pipeline” is a phenomenon in almost all European countries, but
Germany remains to be one of the countries with the worst results (cf. Chapter 4).
Reasons for this have been identified in the strong hierarchical system combined with a
unique concept of intersectional non-mobility. Those people once leaving higher
education and research usually never come back (GEW 2008). The following pages will
provide an introduction into the history of women and women support as well as the
specifications of German higher education and research.

2.1

Gender: approach of this study

The following pages will necessarily have to focus on differences between those people
who are defined as men and those who are defined as women. At least, when looking
into statistics, this differentiation is the initial point for identifying gender based
discrimination and lack of equal participation. This approach is not without problems.
The dichotomy of two biological sexes and – based on this an ascription of a socially
constructed gender role has often been identified as a problem.6 Gender has been seen
not only as a dichotomous social gender role, but also as a category of analysis in social
science and feminist research. It has been a “multidimensional and hard-fought concept
in feminist theories” (Frey 2003: 27). As such, it has been used in manifold researches
on the situation of female researchers, on gender imbalances etc. None of the studies
that have been used here explicitly mentions the implications of using a concept of
gender. But several have tried to deal with the ambiguity of using a biological
differentiation and at the same time realising gender as a criterion for codes and
conducts in the field of research.
This study will use male/female categories in analysing statistics. This happens while
being aware that this may further constitute gender-based differences. It is based on the
conviction, that reducing those aspects making women dropping out in higher education
and research and higher education do not only harm women. They are often the result of
6

For example: Hagemann-White 1988, Butler 1990. In general, this approach has been challenged in many ways by
queer studies. Main aspects of criticism have been the reproduction of a gender based social order, normalizing
white and heterosexual domination. This aspect will be completely left out of this study, especially due to time
restrictions but also due to a lack of significant quantitative information.
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power imbalances. A better environment in research can benefit all possible participants
and reduce maybe also other social disparities.

2.2

German specifications

The system of education and research remains organized on the national level, despite
several attempts to create a European Higher Education Area and a European Research
Area.7 At this point, some specifications in the higher education and research system,
important for the following pages, will be explained shortly.8

“Wissenschaftlicher Nachwuchs”
Talking about academic careers, the German academic systems distinguished mainly
between professors and Wissenschaftlichem Nachwuchs.9 This resulted in two segments
of researchers – mainly full time working independent professors and highly dependent
– often temporarily employed researchers, so called Wissenschaftlicher Nachwuchs. The
junior stage is divided into two parts: The doctorate and the post-doctorate. The postdoctorate is a second qualification period (Habilitation). This second period differs a lot
from other countries. Usually they cover the same staff category as doctoral candidates
and also work mainly dependent on a professor.10 The successful completion of this
post-doc part is the prerequisite to take up a professorship. Researchers in this last part
have been characterized as the prospective professors (Hochschullehrernachwuchs)
(Wissenschaftsrat, as quoted in Burkhardt 2008: 35f.). The career has been identified as
unattractive due to the long period of unsecure short-term employment and the lack of
independence in research (Wissenschaftsrat 2001: 61). This situation can be
characterized as “a paradox of ‘research as a profession’” since research claims to be the
core source for social progress while using “preindustrial methods of learning and
practising” in educating its on offspring (Metz-Göckel et al. 2009: 79). The “fiction” of
young researchers as offspring as long as they are not a full professor has been proved
false already in the 1990s, when their participation in teaching and research had been
calculated to be more than two thirds of the total workload in research and higher

7

See: http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/hogeronderwijs/bologna/ and http://ec.europa.eu/research/era/index_en.html.
Detailed information about the German system of higher education can be found at www.eurydice.org, information
on the research system at http://cordis.europa.eu/erawatch/index.cfm.
9
This has been tried to translate into English, but due to the conceptual differences, junior staff only partly reflects
the concept. It might not be mixed with the common understanding of junior staff as independent researchers
known in other countries. I will, however, use this term in the future, since also junior focuses less on the age of
that person than on the stage of career. A comparative overview of the translation problem can be found in
Burkhardt 2008: 564ff.
10
A comprehensive description of the system of Habilitation compared with the systems in the U.S., the U.K. and in
France can be found in Burkhardt 2008: 564-608.
8
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education. This number has been estimated even higher today (Keller 2009:162.). One
result of this awareness has been the creation of a new type of academic staff. The
Juniorprofessor/in (junior professor) was created as an alternative to the Habilitation.
One of the arguments in the debate was the improvement for women in such a position
(Burkhardt 2008: 103ff.).
Tenure-track positions, common in higher education and research e.g. in the UK or the
U.S. are not present in Germany. The relation between full-time unlimited employments
for researchers and young researchers in Germany is low compared to other countries.
One fifth of all positions in higher education and research are such a “safe haven”, in
the U.S., the UK and France, those positions make up more than half of all positions
(Burkhardt 2008: 586). This gets along with a requirement for mobility of young
researchers, since the professorship should usually be taken up at another institution
than the qualification.11 With the introduction of the junior professorship, this concept
has slightly been opened. Legally, positions can be settled as a tenure-track position.
Nevertheless, for many organisations and institutions this is far away from their selfconcept as they see a door opener for nepotism. But this debate is manifold. Since the
influence of the negative situation of young researchers has led to a broader discussion
on the structure of scientific jobs, advocates for an increased number of tenure-track
positions arise.12

Federalism and research
The federal system has a significant influence on the academic career development,
since universities remain in the solely responsibility of the federal states (Länder). Also
the structure of the higher education scene in the Länder differs for many reasons. As a
result of this, both the legal situation in academic careers as well as the recruitment of
researchers differs in the different Länder. Since the constitutional change in 2006
(reform of the federal system) might have a future influence on those differences. The
federal framework legislative competence in staff regulations is no longer valid. The
Länder can establish own legislation for academic staff in the future. The sole national
legislation remains in the area of employment law, including temporary arrangement
regulations for academic staff. Specific information on single Länder cases will not be

11

This concept, called Hausberufungsverbot (ban of appointment in the same “house”) has found its way into several
federal higher education laws. Even though the legal allowance has been controversial, it has been a “common
sense” in science.
12
A typical example of those debates can be found in duz MAGAZIN 01/06.
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part of this analysis, mainly due to the scope and size of the work. However, single
cases and pilot projects might play a role.13

2.3

A short history of women’s situation in higher education and research

At the end of the 19th century, access for women to higher education institutions became
an important issue. The first wave feminism fought for women’s participation in the
public sphere. Around 1900, women gradually gained access to higher education as
students. The last German state, Prussia allowed them in 1908 to become regular
students. Compared to other European countries, Germany was among the latest to let
women study (Schneider 2004: 17-20). The number of women among students
increased until it reached almost 50% during the last years (cf. chapter 4.1). Women
gained access to academic professions only during the Weimar republic (2nd and 3rd
decade of the last century). Legal discrimination remained, since women could not
acquire civil servant status if they were married (Baus 1994: 13-22). Even when all
legal differences had been removed, the number of women in academic professions
remained low. After the integration of the pedagogic academies into universities in
1977, the number of female professors in all German universities was 1414 (5.5%).14
During the 1980ies, the lack of women in higher education and research became an
aspect in debates on higher education policy on the federal level. In 1985, the first
amendment of the federal framework act on higher education (HRG) included a new
paragraph on gender equality. This obliged the institutions to act actively against
gender-based disadvantages (§2, HRG as amended on 14th Nov 1985). This was the
starting point not only for a number of support programmes on the Länder level, but
also resulted in the first report on “Förderung von Frauen im Bereich der Wissenschaft”
(support of women in research) by the Bund-Länder Commission for Educational
Planning and Research Promotion (BLK), which has been continuously updated since
then.15 The first report from 1989 has been the starting point for support schemes for
women in higher education and research. The main aims of the proposals in the BLKreport were the decrease of discrimination against women and the improvement of
compatibility of work and family (Burkhardt 2008: 90f.).
The first support programme started within the framework of the second
Hochschulsonderprogramm (HSP II, special programme for higher education) in 1991.
13

Data and information on the situation in the different Länder can be found in Burkhardt 2008.
This number increased through the integration. Professors in the pedagogic academies were 11% female in 1977,
compared to 4,9% in the other universities. All numbers based on Zimmer 2007: 63.
15
The BLK ceased its work on 31st Dec 2007. From 2008 on the Joint Science Conference (GWK) has taken over the
common tasks of Bund and Länder in science and research. It also continues the report and published the 12th
update in 2008 (GWK 2008).
14
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The two main pillars beside the declaration of intent regarding women support were (1)
scholarships for doctorate candidates and post-docs and (2) financial measures to ease
child care for junior researchers. It was followed by a third update (HSP III) in 1996.
Even though both programmes allocate funds explicitly to women support mechanisms,
the increase of women in higher academic positions remained small (Burkhardt 2008:
91-96). The end of the 1990ies brought a shift in the concept of women support. While
the success of the measures remained limited, its approach became criticized. Since the
concepts were based on removing “deficiencies”, they were accused of creating blind
alleys for women by establishing special ways for women that were often incompatible
to average career paths. A new approach, focussing on “equal opportunities” should
challenge current structures and improve working conditions both for men and women
while women were supposed to benefit more (Burkhardt 2008: 96-99).
The fourth amendment to the HRG in 1998 brought a shift to the financial basis for
higher education institutions. The new concept of performance based budgeting should
also take into consideration the obligations regarding gender equality. This was the legal
basis for a shift in the management of the institutions.16 Gender mechanisms could now
be linked with financial restrictions and benefits, both in the allocation of public funds
to institutions as well as within the institutions (§5 HRG). These mechanisms focus on
the outcome of the institutions performance as measured by (amongst others) the
success in gender equality. Career support for women becomes an aspect of those
changes, as one measurement uses to be the number of women at a specific stage of the
academic career (Kahlert 2003: 77-82).
Both of those developments influenced the new support scheme for higher education,
Hochschul- und Wissenschaftsprogramm (HWP) in 2000. It combined structural
changes with special support programmes for women (Burkhardt 2008: 101f.) During
the last decade, all programmes included women support mechanisms as one criterion,
lastly the Excellence Initiative17.

2.4

Women support and gender equality mechanisms

The abovementioned history of women in higher education and research also gave a
small insight into the concept of women support in its connection with young
researchers’ support. In the beginning, mechanisms have mostly concentrated on
16

This shift took place in a wider context of higher education reforms. The reforms were (and still are) characterized
by a change the withdrawal of the state from the field and an increased responsibility for the institutions. A
comprehension can be found at Kahlert 2003: 18-30.
17
Initiative of federal government and Länder governments to promote excellence research in Germany,
http://www.wissenschaftsrat.de/exini-engl-start.html.
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specific support for women in combining their research profession with family life and
child-care and encouraging women through extra budgetary scholarships and support
schemes (Burkhardt 2008: 98f.). These concepts have been criticised as “deficit
approach”, “reproduction of binary gender order” and “clientele policy”18. Especially
the last aspect sees women being exposed to “collective competition with men”
(Hagemann-White 2000: 238). Men and women are, based on their sex, put into a
competitive position against each other.
The shift to an equal opportunities approach led to a broader concept of gender equality
mechanisms that targeted the structures of the institutions. In this context, Gender
Mainstreaming as a reform concept for the organisational procedures and structures in
the institutions should became the answer to those criticisms. The new concept
remained to accept a significant underrepresentation of women in higher education and
research, but targeted both men and women in combating this tilt. The “double strategy”
(Kahlert 2003: 53) of gender mainstreaming and women support includes the
responsibility of men for the success of gender equality mechanisms, as they remain the
main players in decision making (ibid.: 54).
The mechanisms in Germany have – unlike e.g. in the U.S. – always and mainly
focused on the inclusion of women in the current structures19. The result has been
described as a way that included gender equality mechanisms in institutions and at the
same time not changing the culture. This leads to an increased superficial acceptance of
gender mechanisms, especially in promoting young researchers and a deep-seated
inofficial refusal of the same ideas (Cheauré 2000; Schmalzhof-Larsen/Holzbecher
2000). The increased responsibility of men through their leading positions in decision
making can also be seen as an attempt to decrease this gap between lip-service and the
underlying conviction. The results in gender equality have been linked to financial
means and performance appraisal of the institutions.20 Even though the implementation
of the abstract norm still takes place, we can see that equity and equality has become an
aspect of the economical situation of the institution in recent years.

18

These aspects of criticism have been summarised by Kahlert 2003: 41-46.
The opposite concept of mono-education for women has only been realized in some pilot projects. Cf. Mischau
2000.
20
For an insight into the experiences with this models in the state of Berlin: Degethoff de Campos 2002, Jaeger/In
der Schmitten 2009, esp. Chapter 3.7.
19
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3

Work-Life Balance and higher education and research

3.1

Concepts of Work-Life Balance

Work-life balance has become a subject of research and activity in different subjects
and disciplines. Despite the fact that it has become more and more present in social
sciences, psychology and economics, a common understanding of the term is still
missing (Schobert 2007: 19). Work-life balance is a metaphor for a concerted relation
between “work” and “life”. First of all, the term creates a dichotomy of “work” and
“life” which are face to face with each other. This leads to the question whether work is
not life, meaning that work is “non-life” (Beutler 2002: 6)? In the context of current
debates on work-life balance, work usually means gainful occupation and life is
everything else. The “dislimitation of work” (Entgrenzung von Arbeit, Minssen 1999),
described as a result of changes in the working structures and concepts, has changed the
strong division between non-work (reconciliation) and work. Mostly this means an
infiltration of work into the private life and reconciliation time, but also private spheres
at the working place are an aspect of such delimitation (Gottschall/Voß 2003: 20f.).
Even though this debate in social sciences has become virulent in recent years, it is
often forgotten that a lack of division between family and work has usually only been
the case for the typical male full-time employee. Women have mostly had the duty to
combine work and life on different levels before (Weigand 2004: 21). The ongoing call
for work-life balance has also been condemned as constituting gender imbalances, since
it tries to minimize the symptoms of a gender segregated working area more than
targeting the source: The gender specific division of unpaid work (Jurczyk 2004: 51).
The idea of balance between work and life starts from the idea that an equation between
work and non-work is needed. The following aspects (amongst others) influence this
balance:
• Additional non-work
engagement),

related

tasks

(hobbies,

societal

expectations,

social

• Lack of child care infrastructure,
• Increased demands for mobility,
• More opportunities for flexible working arrangements (internet, mobile computing)
(Weigand 2007: 23f.).
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Those aspects influence the situation in the working field of scientists as well. Since the
requirements for a work-family compatibility is predominantly a task for women, the
lack of child-care infrastructure and the increased mobility can be a specific problem for
women. Especially in the high-ranking positions, the women remain mainly responsible
for the family care (see Chapter 4). These tasks conflict with the expectation of constant
availability in higher education and research.

3.2

“Selection of the best” as the basic principle in the field

The “selection of the best” as the basic principle of decision making in higher education
and research is a wide spread assumption, both within and outside the field. This
impedes a debate on barriers and structural problems for young researchers in general.
Since this basic principle seems to be the decisive factor for academic careers, debates
on gender stereotypes, “homophily”21 and other non-competence oriented influence on
the decision making process can always be seen as an attack on this basic principle. The
claim of a universal principle forbids such influence.22 This “ideology of ‘neutrality’”
forbids any social or structural influence on the inclusion or exclusion of individuals in
the system. The chosen one has been the best and those who would complain will
always be accused of being unable to loose a competition. “Therefore, it is so difficult,
to ascribe the underrepresentation of women to the functioning of the scientific field
itself” (Beaufaÿs 2003:15). This underrepresentation has been characterized as an
“insightful test case” (Heintz 1998) for the principle of universalism and as a challenge
to the self-concept of higher education and research in general.
“One is not born a scientist, one becomes one” (Metz-Göckel et al. 2009: 70). Students
are learning scientific methods and practice. The decision making, whether a person
fulfils the requirements of being a scientist is – based on the concept of meritocracy – a
sole question of competence. This is theory and reality looks different. Higher education
and research, as a part of society has structural and social impacts that will influence
both participants (students, candidates for further qualifications on different levels) and
decision makers (teachers, lecturers, professors)23. The long during exclusion of women
has been along the lines of an exclusion of women from major parts of the society. At
this point, the coexistence of women movements and changes in women’s access to
university (first feminist wave) as well as an increased awareness for the lack of women
in higher education and research (second feminist wave) considerable.
21

This means the assumption that mentors will most probably try to choose a mentee that is most akin to
himself/herself (Lamont 2004).
22
For the concept of universalism in science see e.g. Merton 1985: 90f.
23
This classification is changing form time to time. A lecturer can be a candidate for a further qualification, thus
encompassing both parts at different times.
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The three options, identified by Margherita von Brentano in 1963 to explain the lack of
women in higher education and research can still be help as guiding questions for the
further analysis: Either women are not able to do the job or they do not want to or they
are not to be to (Brentano 1963: 80). While the first hypothesis lost acceptance since
then24, the other two ones are still very valid (Beaufaÿs 2003: 16f.).
Women do not want to remain in higher education and research, since they are more
interested in creating a family. This summarizes a widespread expectation
(Haffner/Krais 2008: 179) towards women that conflicts both with the self-concept of
higher education and research and the fact that “private”, family-related aspects of life
seem to interfere with the perceived neutral identity of research25. This is by far not a
gender-neutral understanding of research. This is only working as long as women take
care of the family and backing up the male scientist from such duty: “[T]he university
[…] seeks to immunize itself against the vicissitudes of human existence that are out of
its control. […] It [the family, R.W.] is the university’s welfare agency, and women are
its social workers” (Hochschild 1975, cited after Haffner/Krais 2008: 181).
Women are not to be to do research as a result of the conflict between the self-concept
of research as a neutral place solely based on quality and its character as a social field.
The performance of a scientist depends on formal positions, resources and access to
networks and to information. In the end, the scientific community decides about the
quality of a scientist. This decision is based on a set of implicit criteria: investment in
time, presence and availability, frustration tolerance. These criteria are not explicitly
seen as gender related, but de facto they are ascribe to male junior scientist (Beaufaÿs
2003: 246ff.). In this context, a hidden idea in each decision makers mind is setting the
agenda, even though the person itself does not necessarily realize it. This is the most
difficult aspect since it openly conflicts with the alleged neutrality of research. The
dilemma of women in higher education and research has been described by Beaufaÿs
(2003: 252): “to belong to it, they have to buy the ‘ticket’, namely to accept the
prevailing believe. [...] Therewith the female actors are in a dilemma, because they can
never fully embody what is recognized as the academic habitus”.

24
25

Quotations from a research on the underrepresentation of women in science from 1960 can be found in
Haffner/Krais 2008: 178.
The interviewees in Metz-Göckel 2009 describe how they have flexible working hours. This enables them to
combine their profession with family care, but only if this does not interfere with the working result: “As long as
the work is done” (Metz-Göckel 2009: 136).
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3.3

Regulations of work and family duties in Germany

A legal framework accompanies these informal hurdles for a successful combination of
work and life. Working time, parental leaves and childcare is subject to different laws in
Germany, both on the national and federal state level, but also (regarding child care) on
the local level. Even though the mentioned self-conception of higher education and
research is often contradicting the legal regulations regarding parenting, these
legislation forms the backbone for the employment of scientists.

3.3.1

Working times and parental leave

The legislation on employment in higher education and research is regulated in different
laws, depending on the employer. The staff in most of the higher education institutions
is subject to the collective pay agreement of the Länder Tarifvertrag für den
öffentlichen Dienst der Länder (TV-L). The federal states of Berlin and Hesse still use
regulations of the previous German civil service pay scale Bundesangestelltentarif
(BAT). Extra-mural research institutions usually use the collective pay agreement for
public service Tarifvertrag öffentlicher Dienst (TVöD). Additionally, the law on fixedterm contract in higher education and research Wissenschaftszeitvertragsgesetz
(WissZeitVG) is valid for all employees in the field. It changes the general legislation on
fixed-term contracts and allows a time limit for several reasons, including qualification
periods (such as a doctorate or Habilitation). For each of the two qualification periods,
fixed-term contracts are limited to a maximum of six years (WissZeitVG, § 2)26. The
basic idea of the legislation was to force institutions to open a perspective for young
scientists after a specific amount of limited contracted time. But the reality looks
different. Non-limited positions barely exist in universities. As a result, the majority of
employees in higher education and research are working on a fixed-term contract (c.f.
Chapter 5.1).
The legislation on parental leave foresees the opportunity to go on full leave or to work
part-time up to 30 h/week during the first three years after the birth of a child (BEEG,
§15). Fixed-term contracts under the WissZeitVG can be prolonged for this time.
During the parental leave, the employee is protected against dismissal (BEEG, §18). In
unlimited contracts, the employee has a right to work part-time and to return to the
position after the leave. Due to the situation in higher education and research, where a
majority of the employees only works in part-time jobs, the part-time opportunity
cannot play a significant role. The right to return into the previous job is also only

26

In medicine, the time limit for the post-doc stage is nine years.
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possible to realize when the position does not rely on a fixed-term contract, e.g. in a
research project.
Flexible working arrangements such as distance work are subject to arrangements
between the federal state and the institution. They can be amended by agreements
between the trade unions and institutional government. The interviewees of MetzGöckel et al. (2009: 135-139) have identified their work place as very flexible regarding
the presence at the working place, but solely as a result of the personal arrangement
with their boss. Differences in the subject will also play a role here, since in some
subjects, the university infrastructure is more important for the research than in others.
Beaufaÿs shows this when she examines spaces of teaching and research in history and
biochemistry: While historians can work at home and use this opportunity quite
regularly, the biochemistrists need their laboratories for their research (135-145).

3.3.2

Pregnancy and child care

Women are protected against dismissal during their pregnancy and within the four
months after the birth, if the employer knows about the pregnancy (MuSchG, §9).
Special protection of pregnant women at the work place has to be given by the employer
if needed27. During six weeks before and eight weeks after birth she is not allowed to
work (MuSchG §2,6). With Jan 1st 2007, a new legislation on financial support for
parents (Elterngeld) came into effect. Beside some additional regulations, the
mother/father gets 67% of the average net income of the last 12 months (between 300
and 1 800 EUR) per months. It can be taken up to 14 months (while at least two months
have to be taken by the other parent). The financial support for parents is given as long
as the mother/father does not work more than 30 hours a week. The last evaluation
round of the law has shown, that 13% of women and 29% of men have combined work
and Elterngeld (BMFSFJ 2009: 8). At the same time, the majority of women received
Elterngeld for 10-12 months while the majority of men received it only for two months
(BMFSFJ 2009: 21).
According to law, each child at the age of 3 is entitled to get a place in a childcare
institution. They might be public or private. The fees are depending on the income of
the parents and are decided by the local administration. The abovementioned evaluation
does not differ between types of jobs. An analysis of the situation of scientists is
therefore not possible from those numbers. Nevertheless, the results are giving a rather

27

This can be a change in workplace, change in tasks, reduced working time or early leave. In science, this might be
the case if she is working in a laboratory where the baby would be in danger. During this time, the average salary
of the last 13 months is paid by the health insurance (MuSchG §11,13,14).
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bad impression of the childcare situation. More than two thirds of the participants
declare the current childcare situation as insufficient. This number rises up to 71% of
those living in cities with more than 100 000 inhabitants (BMFSFJ 2009: 31).28 In
general, the number of young children in day care remains little. In 2008, 17.8% of all
children under the age of three were using a childcare arrangement.29 The differences
between eastern and western federal states are high: In the western states, the numbers
are between 9.2% (Lower Saxony) and 22.9% (Hamburg). In the eastern states, it differs
between 36.5% (Saxony) and 52.7% (Saxony-Anhalt). Also the duration differs among
the regions. In Eastern Germany, two thirds of the children in day care (younger than 3
years) are using childcare more than 7 hours a day while this applies only to one third of
the children in the western states. We know from surveys that 24% of the female
professors mainly use private childcare, which is not covered by the survey (c.f. Chapter
4).

28

Since universities are in most of the cases located in bigger cities, this would apply to most of the cities with
universities.
29
All following numbers are based on BR 2009.
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4

Research findings on academic careers

The different stages of an academic career have been subject to manifold research. Even
though they differ a lot regarding their statistical information basis and their scope,
some development on the way from a student to a professor can become visible. The
comprehension starts with students, where – despite differences regarding the subjects –
an almost equal basis for a future career could be seen.

4.1

Students30

The number of male and female students in Germany has equalised during the past
years. During the winter term 2008/2009, 1 996 062 students were subscribed to
German higher education institutions, out of them 954 546 women (47.8%)31. This rate
has been consistent since 2004. Between 1950 and 1980, the number of female students
increased significantly from 19.7% (1950) to 36% (1979). The 1980ies brought only a
slight increase (38.2% in 1989), only after the fall of the iron curtain in 1990 the
number of women increased again.32 But unlike in other European countries, female
students in Germany have yet to reach the 50%. A comparison of ISCED Level 5a
students in Europe shows an average of 55.1% women in the EU-27. In several
countries of Europe, women have outnumbered men in tertiary education, such as in the
United Kingdom (55.3%), in Sweden (61.0%), in Iceland (64.7%) and in all three Baltic
countries, Lithuania (60.3%), Estonia (61.4%) and Latvia (64.1%, all numbers of 2007).
Taking the ISCED Level 5a participation of women in Germany (47.8% in 2007), the
country ranks among those four with the smallest number of female students, together
with Liechtenstein (31.9%), Japan (41.2%) and Turkey (43.2%).33

30

Since this study focuses on academic careers, this chapter about students will provide only a concise overview. The
statistical information on students in Germany is quite broad. Further information on female students by field of
students, type of institution etc. can be found in DESTATIS, information on the learning environment and student
expectations in Datenalmanach 2008; the social conditions of students are examined by the periodical Social
Survey – Economic and Social Conditions of Student Life in Germany (www.sozialerhebung.de).
31
Preliminary results, DESTATIS 2009.
32
Cf. Fig. 1. All numbers are based on CEWS-Statistikportal.
33
A European wide comparison of female students in ISCED Level 5a can be found at EUROSTAT. The numbers
for Germany are slightly higher for ISCED Level 5a than in national statistics, which is due to the assignment of
Levels to the national education system.
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Fig. 1: Male and female students in Germany, 1980-2008.34

4.1.1

Horizontal segregation

Even though women successfully entered higher education at the beginning of the last
century, their participation remains biased by traditional gender stereotypes and
prejudices. This is most visible when looking at their choices of subjects. The majority
of female students in Germany choose a subject, which belongs to humanities, social
sciences or health care. These are in many cases also those subjects, where the average
financial situation both on the labour market as well as in academia is rather
unsatisfactory.
Out of the 954 546 female students in Germany in winter 2008, more than 60% were
registered for a subject in linguistics and cultural studies (29.5%) or law, business and
social sciences (32.1%). 13.9% were subscribed to mathematics and natural sciences,
7.6% in health related subjects, 7.2% in engineering science. Differences between
German and non-German students come up with regard to the latter. While only 6.8%
of German female students subscribe to engineering science, it is 10.3% of non-German
female students. In other subjects areas we do not find such a difference.

34

Number from 1908-2007 based on CEWS-Statistikportal, 2008 based on DESTATIS 2009.
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Fig. 2: male and female students: Choice of subjects.

This choice is, of course, reflected in the participation of men and women in the
different subjects. In linguistics and cultural studies, 70.4% of all students are women,
while only 20.4% of all engineering students are female. In mathematics and natural
science, women make up 37.1%, while the proportion between both sexes is almost
balanced in law, business and social sciences (48.9%)35.
Comparative data from 2007 shows, that these participation in the subjects that relate to
male attributions, like engineering and natural sciences is lower than in other European
countries. In Germany, 18.2% of the ISCED Level 5-6 students in engineering have
been women compared to 24.7% in the EU27. Also, amongst others in the UK (20.4%),
in Lithuania (24.1%) and Sweden (28.1%) the participation of women is higher in those
subjects.36 Differences can also be found among the different types of institutions. In
universities, the number of female students is 51.7%, while only 38.1% of students in
‘Fachhochschulen’ are female.37

4.1.2

Graduates

The graduation of women in higher education and research is the basis for a future
career. This requires special attention to the graduation of men and women, including a
historical view into the past years. Past Master level graduates will be the basis for
doctorates and as such for an academic career.
The number of female graduates has been slightly lower than the number of female
students until the beginning of the current decade. That was, of course, due to the
35

All numbers from winter 2008: DESTATIS 2009.
Calculation based on EUROSTAT. Numbers are only available for ISCED 5-6, not solely for ISCED 5.
37
Winter 2008, DESTATIS 2009.
36
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ongoing increase of female students, who needed their time to finish their studies. Since
2003, the percentage of women who passed their graduation exam is slightly higher
than the number of female students. The 50% have been reached for the first time in
2006 (50.5%). A deeper look into different kinds of graduation shows a more diverse
picture. Out of 106 179 graduations in Diplom (university) and equivalent graduations38,
51.8% were women. At the same time, 19 761 women graduated in teachers’ education,
which is 75.2% of the total number of graduated teachers.39 The smaller number of
women in ‘Fachhochschulen’ is also reflected in the graduation percentage: 43.4% of
the graduates in 2007 were female.
With regard to bachelor and master graduation, we see a worrying difference between
the two levels. While out of 23 358 bachelor graduates in 2007, 53.9% were women, at
the same time, only 40.7% out of 14 219 master graduates were female. Even if the
increase of women in bachelor graduation since 2003 (see picture) is taken into
consideration, the introduction of the two-tier systems seems to be able to create a new
obstacle for women in the academic career.40

Fig. 3: Male and female graduation – by graduation, 2007.

38

The graduation of the “traditional”, one-tier programme structure, usually 9-10 semesters leading to the academic
title “Diplom”, equivalent graduations are Magister Artium, 1. Staatsexamen (first final exam in state regulated
professions); allowing access to PhD-studies.
39
Only traditional graduation, in Bachelor and Master programmes for teachers, women made up 80%, but due to the
small number of graduated (<500) these number will not be taken into consideration.
40
All numbers based on DESTATIS 2008 and DESTATIS 2008 (b).
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Fig. 4: Development of Bachelor/Master graduation between 2003 and 2007.

Certainly, these figures just provide a short time experience with bachelor and master
programmes in Germany. It cannot give any information on students that take up a
master after some years in professional life. For the future of women in academia, this
questions remains however very relevant, as master graduates will be the basis for
future academic careers.

4.2

From students to scientists

Most commonly, the doctoral stage is seen as the first stage of the academic career.
Most of the relevant actors in German higher education see doctoral candidates not as
students but as academic professionals (Bundestag 2009; GEW 2009). Within the
framework of the Bologna Process, the “third cycle” had been debated and some
changes have taken place recently. Graduate schools and ‘Graduiertenkollegs’
(Research training groups) for doctoral candidates have been started at several
universities.41 Despite these developments, the main type of a doctorate remains an
individual way as an employee at university (see below). At the same time, the
recruiting process for doctorate candidates is rather non-transparent and unclear. It is
mainly based on informal contacts between students/graduates and professors
(Burkhardt 2008: 193ff.).

41

Information on Research training groups by the German Research Foundation
www.dfg.de/forschungsfoerderung/koordinierte_programme/graduiertenkollegs/index.html.

(DFG)

at
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The step from the master graduation to taking up a doctorate is the first step to an
academic career. Even more, the decision against a doctorate at the end of the master
period is usually a final decision against an academic career, since alternative “ways
back” into the academic community are not common.42 It seems to be worth looking at
female and male students at the end of their studies to see, what makes them taking up
this first step.
Female students are – despite no significant statistical differences in student
employment within university structures – often working on less exacting task than their
male counterparts. They are less integrated into the community debates and structures
by participating in events, publishing articles etc. The presence of female professors
shows a high influence on the motivation of female students to take up an academic
career (Lind 2004: 72ff.).
A “university seems to integrate men and to disintegrate women during their studies.
This results in a process of ‘discouragement’ und can lead to a reduced career
orientation” (Holzbecher 2002: 10). Holzbecher is examining the influence of the
studies for a future research career for men and women. In this survey it has been shown
that women tend to feel less supported and motivated during their studies. They expect a
higher level of guidance and counselling than male students. Already during their
studies, women with children were more involved into childcare than men with
children.43 Women see also a higher burden in probable family duties in their future life.
(Holzbecher 2002: 20-23)
The perspective of female students, brink of their graduation, on their decision on a
doctorate has been examined in a qualitative study (Petersen 2007)44. The analysis
showed a significant lack of self-confidence regarding the own capacities and
competencies. Especially the need for a “cooperative relationship with the mentoring
professor” and the importance of continuous support have been characterized by all
interviewees as a precondition for a successful doctorate. Most respondents also do not
see themselves capable to succeed in a scientific career, comparing their academic
success with their fellow students (Petersen 2007: 97ff).
The expectations of those interviewees towards an academic career were mainly
expressed as traditional male gender stereotypes: ambitious, performing well under high
42

The average time between graduation and the start of a doctorate has been described as different among the
subjects. It has been between six months (natural sciences) and up to three years in social sciences. But these
averages show that a longer period of professional experience between graduation and doctorate is not common
(Burkhardt 2008: 216).
43
These findings have been proved recently in BMBF 2008.
44
The interviewees are female students, between 23 and 36 years old, who are a few months ahead of their
graduation in economics and pedagogy.
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pressure, persistent (Petersen 2007: 100). Some of the students reflect gender based
discrimination in male dominated fields and see already their male fellow students as
more assertive and competing (Petersen 2007: 104-108). The prospective family
situation plays also a significant role for the interviewees. Even though they do not
agree necessarily with traditional gender roles in family life, they see themselves in a
position to combine family duties with their prospective jobs. They see this as a very
different task in an academic career. (Petersen 2007: 117-122).
Some studies on the motivation of recent graduates to take up a doctorate show similar
results: Intrinsic motivation is very important for most of the doctorate candidates.
Gender based differences are visible when asking about the importance of role models.
Women are more influenced by role models, friends and acquaintances with a
successful doctorate (Burkhardt 2008 191ff.). Even though we do not have significant
statistical information on the perception of young female graduates, the above study
gives some insights into what might be an aspect for women to take up a doctorate or
not.

4.3

Doctorate graduates

Compared to other countries, Germany takes a leading position regarding its doctorate
candidates. In relation to the overall population between 25 and 34, Germany had 2.6‰
successful doctorates in 2005. The EU-27 average was at 1.4‰. Also, the number of
doctorate graduates in relation to graduates without a doctorate graduation is high,
compared to other countries. In Germany, the relation in 2004 was 11.8:100, the EU-27
average is 2.73:100. The step from university graduation to a doctorate remains a bigger
step for women. In total, 18% of male university graduates successfully complete a
doctorate compared to 10% of the female ones. These differences can be seen in across
all subjects (Burkhardt 2008: 272).
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Fig. 5: Rate of female and male graduates completing a doctorate, based on Burkhardt 2008: 274.

In total, around 26 000 doctoral candidates graduated in 2005.45 This number increased
since 1995 by 15.9%. This increase is mainly a result of the increased number of female
graduations, which have gone up from 7 049 (1995) by 45.7% to 10 272 (2005). Almost
one third of the doctorates have been completed in medical and health sciences.46 Also
mathematics and natural sciences make up 27.2%, followed by law, economics and
social sciences (14.7%). The participation of women differs a lot in the different
subjects. However, it remains below the average of other European countries. While the
EU-27 average was 43.4% (2004), Germany had only 39% in the same year (Burkhardt
2008: 141-144). But the percentage of female doctorate graduates has continuously
increased in the last years (GWK 2008), in 2007 it was at 42% (DESTATIS).
These data reflect the previous knowledge gained through the cohort analysis, which
has been done by CEWS (BLK 2005; GWK 2008). With this method, a cohort of
women from entering higher education until professorship has been analysed.47 The
research showed, that in those subjects, where women are largely underrepresented, the
loss of women during the academic career remains smaller.
Compared to other European countries, even the increased percentage of women in
doctorate graduation remains low. The preliminary She-Figures 2009 show a EU-27
average of 45% female ISCED6 graduates. Nine countries have more than 50% female
45

All numbers are based on Burkhardt 2008, who based her number on data from 1995 to 2005 (Burkhardt 2008:
159).
46
Medical and health science doctorate differ in their character very much from those in the other subjects. The PhD
thesis is comparable to a master thesis (Wissenschaftsrat 2002: 5), which has influence on the numbers.
47
The method is described in: Lind/Löther 2007.
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graduates: Cyprus, Portugal, Lithuania, Estonia, Iceland, Bulgaria, Israel, Italy and
Latvia. Sweden and the United Kingdom show 43%, thus little more than Germany
(41%). The least number of female ISCED graduates can be found in Malta (25%).48

4.3.1

Integration into the scientific community

The qualification period during a doctorate lacks a common legal and organisational
binding system. The last attempt to enforce doctorate candidates’ subscription to
universities was scrapped by the Federal Constitutional Court in 2004 (BVerfG 2004).
Even despite this attempt, the doctorate as a first professional stage that might be
organized in diverse manners is the result of a broad consensus among political actors.49
As a result of this diversity, statistical information is only available for successful
graduates of a doctorate. We lack information of numbers on unsuccessful attempts.
Estimations based on different methods50 conclude, that around one third of all attempts
to a doctorate are successful. This basically means, that two thirds start a doctorate but
do not succeed (Burkhardt 2008: 175f.). This success rate seems to be lower for women
than for men. The rate differs also amongst different subjects. The financial situation
and the integration of the candidate into the academic systems highly influence the
working conditions of the candidates. This might also influence the success (Burkhardt
2008: 183).
The different ways of financing can be categorized as follows:
• Academic employment in a university or extra-mural research institution (around 3/5
of all doctoral candidates);
• A scholarship, especially given by foundations, including the German Research
Foundation (DFG) and other support systems (around 1/5);
• Through other external financial support (around 1/5) (Enders/Bornmann 2001: 53).
The first type, also called internal doctorate, has not only been the most wide spread,
but also the one that has been characterized as a very good option for integration into
the scientific community. The employment can differ between regular positions that
leave room for the qualification and positions funded by external resources, which
usually do not encompass the writing of the thesis. On the other side, conflict of interest
can arise as the mentoring professor usually also executes the function of the boss
48

All numbers from 2006, exc. Italy (2005).
Cf. Statements to the parliamentary hearing on “Support of young researches” at Mar 2nd 2009, A-Drs. 16(18)428ai.
50
Those estimations are based on scholarship and other funding information and extrapolation of small-scale surveys.
49
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(Wissenschaftsrat 2002: 13-16). This form has been characterized as lacking mobility of
the doctorate candidates and the methods of employment have been defined as
inscrutable (ibid.). At the same time, the latest survey on doctoral candidates by
THESIS51 in 2004 shows that more men are using this way of financing than women
(Thesis 2004: 13). There is no specific staff category for doctorate candidates. Statistical
information on employment therefore cannot give assured information about the
number of doctorate candidates using this form of financing. Women have been using
scholarships slightly more than men, while there is no gender difference in “external
doctorates”, the one least integrating a candidate into the academic community.

Fig. 6: Type of doctorate by gender, (Thesis 2004: 13, orig. without numbers, translation R.W.).

In general, the status as employee at university has been seen as more benefitting for a
doctorate candidate regarding mentoring, the financial situation and access to networks
of the scientific community than other forms of financing. Those candidates, who
participate in a Research Training Group, have also expressed a good level of
mentoring. The gender difference remains low on the federal level, local and subject
related research however has shown a more negative view on the mentoring and
counselling situation of women (Burkhardt 2008: 204f.).
The integration in the scientific community has been defined as a key factor for a future
success in the academic career. The THESIS-survey (2004) has measured the active and
passive participation in research congresses and found significant gender differences.
51

THESIS is an interdisciplinary network for doctoral candidates and graduates in Germany.
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Women gave an own presentation less often, but also visited them less often as a
participant (19). Earlier research has shown that those working in the university
participated more often in those community events (Enders/Bornemann 2001: 60).

Fig. 6: Participation in congresses (national), based on Thesis 2004: 19.

The thorough contact to a mentor actively promoting the candidate has shown
importance for the future career prospective also on another level. Access to special
programmes such as the Emmy-Noether-programme (see below) has been highly
dependent of the mentor’s motivation. The evaluation of that programme has shown that
far more male applicants (55%) got the information (and motivation to apply) from their
mentor/from personal contacts, while only about 30% of the women did so
(Böhmer/Hornbostel/Meuser 2008: 42).

4.3.2

Duration and completion

The average duration of a doctorate has been calculated to last around 6 years. This is
the time between the completion of studies and the graduation of the doctorate. The
duration of active work on the thesis has been calculated at 4.2 years. The difference
stems from the time that is spent between the graduation and the start of the doctorate as
well as from interruptions in-between (Burkhardt 2008: 215f.). The duration is twice as
long as the average plans foresaw. Reasons have been assumed to be a lack of good
planning. Other work-related duties during the doctorate have been said in surveys.
Also working problems and child care/pregnancy were mentioned, but far less than the
one before (Burkhardt 2008: 219). According to the THESIS-survey, there is a strong
difference between the different ways of a doctorate. External candidates are far more
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concerned by interruptions than those in a Research Training Group, scholarship
holders or university employees. Especially women in external doctorates interrupt their
work on their thesis (Thesis 2004: 20). The reasons differ from those described above.
While the main reason remains “other work-related duties” (58.4%), the next items were
“organisational problems” (16.6%) and “problems in financing” (15.5%).

Fig. 8: Interruption of the doctorate by type of doctorate, (based on Thesis 2004: 21)

4.4

Post-Doctoral qualification

Unlike the doctorate stage, the post-doc qualification period usually has the clear focus
towards a career as a professor. Developments in recent years have made a change
towards this period. The traditional qualification, the post-doctoral thesis Habilitation,
which is the prerequisite for becoming a professor, was amended by the introduction of
the junior professorship in 2004.52 This has also come along with Tenure-Track options
that were impossible before (c.f. chapter 2.2). But since the number of those positions
remains very small, the post-doctoral qualification period has not only the task to
prepare for a future professorship, but also to enable graduates with an extra-mural
perspective. This has been a challenging task (Burkhardt 2008: 232f.). The postdoctoral stage has been criticised for being the key to several problems regarding young
researchers: lack of independent research opportunities, high initiation age due to long
qualification
periods,
long
and
insecure
career
perspectives
52

The primary intention was to abolish the Habilitation, which was declared void by the federal constitutional court
due to a lack of legislative competence on the federal level (BVerfG 2004). Later, it was introduced as an
alternative to the traditional way.
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(Böhmer/Hornbostel/Meuser 2008: 10). Like the situation on doctorates, the
information we have on those researchers remains very heterogeneous. Two thirds of
those finishing their Habilitation are employed inside a university. The alternative
junior professorship makes up around 800 people, thus its far less important than the
approx. 2 000 Habilitationen per year (Burkhardt 2008: 241f.). The third alternative
way to a professorship, the leadership of an Independent Junior Research Group within
the Emmy-Noether-programme covered “more than 500 researchers” since its beginning
in 1999 (DFG infobrief 2/2008) and thus is also far less important than the Habilitation.
Several other post-doctoral post or scholarships in extra-mural institutions make up
around 4 600 persons in 2005. However, this last group is very diverse regarding its
tasks and aims, so that a thorough comparison is not possible (cf. Burkhardt 2008: 247251).

4.4.1

Habilitation

The traditional way to acquire the prerequisites for a professorship has been a postdoctoral thesis, the Habilitation. In 2005, around 2 000 Habilitationen have been
completed successfully. The number has started to decrease in 2004, which comes along
with the implementation of the alternative junior professorship (DESTATIS 2008c).
The percentage of women increased continuously. It was 23% in 2005 (DESTATIS
2006).

Fig. 9: Female and male Habilitationen 2000-2005 (based on Burkhardt 2008: 253)
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The gender differences between the subjects remain the same as we could see regarding
doctorates (c.f. 4.3). In engineering sciences (13.4%), natural sciences (18.6%) and law,
economics and social sciences (18.3%), the participation of women remains underneath
the average of 23%. In art (46.7%), literature, cultural studies and sports (35.3%), it is
more than the average (DESTATIS 2006). The average age of those successfully
completing their Habilitation is 40.5 years (Burkhardt 2008: 256).
The step from a doctorate to the Habilitation has again a gender difference. In total,
8.6% of all successful doctorate graduates complete a Habilitation. But it is 10% of
male doctorates and 5.8% of women. The gender difference differs as well regarding the
subjects. The difference in the male dominated subject of engineering sciences (5.9% of
women compared to 3.3% of men) seems to be against the usual picture. However, in
those subjects, the importance of the Habilitation has always been less important, since
the main post-doctoral qualification is taken outside universities (Wissenschaftsrat
2001: 23).

Fig. 10: Rate of female and male doctorate completing a Habilitation (Burkhardt 2008: 277)

The majority of those completing a Habilitation are employed at a university (67.4%).
More men than women are not in such a situation (37.2% women, 29.9% men, all
numbers from 2005) (Burkhardt 2008: 258, DESTATIS 2006). 21.2% of all universityemployed graduates were women, which is a less than the percentage of Habilitation
graduates. There are also slight differences in the positions, those graduates have:
Among the 11 graduates in 2005, who where already a professor (including junior
professor), there was no women (DESTATIS 2006).
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4.4.2

Junior professorship

The Juniorprofessur (junior professorship) has been introduced as a new structure and
qualification method for future professors. The first attempt was made in 2002, when
the federal government changed the federal framework act on higher education, making
the junior professorship the sole way to a professorship. The federal constitutional court
declared this attempt void, mainly because abolishing the previous Habilitation was to
detailed for the – at that time constitutional – framework legislation competence of the
federal level (BVerfG 2004). The new “reparation” foresees the junior professorship
now as an alternative way to the traditional opportunities.53
The reform was motivated by the common sense about the academic qualification
perspective in Germany. It has been seen as long during and lacking independent
research opportunities. Also the Brain Drain, loosing young researchers when they go
abroad, has been a motif (BMBF 2000).
The number of junior professors has increased since its introduction. In 2003, 282
positions of junior professors exist (88 women). In 2005, this was already 617 (179
women) and in 2007 802 (269 women). This is still far away from the number of 6 000,
that was proposed by the report that was the basis for the legislative change in 2002.
This number was based on the assumption, that 4% of all professors should be junior
professors, to compensate upcoming retirement in this field (BMBF 2000: 7). In 2005,
the percentage was around 2%54. Since the average qualification period of a junior
professor shall be 6 years (with a first evaluation round after 3-4 years), final results and
information about the success of this new structure remain little. However, we have
information about the composition of the junior professors as well as qualitative
evaluation of current position holders.
Women make up 29% of all junior professors in 2005. While the absolute number of
those positions has increased, the participation of women has slightly decreased from
32.4% in 2002 (Burkhardt 2008: 259). Again, the subject makes a difference: In
engineering sciences, 17% of all junior professors are women, in law, economics and
social sciences it is 33.7%.

53

54

The motivation to abolish the traditional way was to avoid an imbalance between graduates of two different
qualification periods, since it was expected, that the traditional way informally gets more important, thus creating
new inequalities.
Numbers differ based on the classification of “professor”, this number is based on DESTATIS 2006, relation of
junior professors (W1, AT) to all professors (C4, C3, W3, W2, W1, AT).
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Fig. 11: Female junior professors by subject, 2005, (DESTATIS 2006)

The average age (at appointment) of junior professors is 37. The family situation differs
among women and men. 45% of all men do not have children compared to 49% of the
women. 36% of all men have more than one child, which applies only to 25% of the
women (Federkeil/Buch 2007: 24).
The assumption, that the career is not possible with a family seems to be widespread,
especially among those without children. Asked about the opportunity to combine
career as a junior professor and child-care, 21% said that they either do not see such
opportunity. But this was the case for 32% of women without children, 26.2% of men
without children and on the other side for 17.7% of the men with children and 14.6% of
women with children. The overall satisfaction differs much between men and women.
63% of the women without children are satisfied with their situation (68% of the men
without children). But the biggest difference is visible among those junior professors
with children. While 57% of the women are satisfied and 18% are not satisfied, 77% of
the men with children are satisfied, 12% are not satisfied (Federkeil/Buch 2007: 58f.).
Even though there has not been qualitative research on the division of family tasks
among couples for junior professors we can assume, that the result for those participants
of the Emmy-Noether-programme (see below) are valid for junior professors as well:
Women in those positions have to combine family care and their professional career far
more than men have to.
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4.4.3

Independent Junior Research Group Leadership

A specific answer to the abovementioned problems regarding the Habilitation was the
creation of Nachwuchsgruppenleitung (Independent Junior Research Group
Leadership). This programme enables young post-docs (two to four years after the
doctorate graduation) to acquire the qualification, necessary for a professorship by
leading a research group, executing own responsibility and using own funding. This
form has mainly been realized through the Emmy-Noether-programme of the German
Research Foundation (DFG).55 Some other foundations have started similar
programmes.56 The Emmy-Noether-programme started first in 1999, a first evaluation is
available (Böhmer/Hornbostel/Meuser 2008). It will be analysed here with a focus on
gender differences and work-life balance. In the context of the programme, new
challenges arose for the universities, since such a programme and academic structure
differs a lot from the traditional university. The German Research Foundation bodies
selected the researchers, not the university itself (Böhmer/Hornbostel/Meuser 2008:
11f.). The basic concept of the programme foresaw a research period abroad (first stage,
2 years) and the group leadership position in Germany (second stage). Minor changes
have been made several times, to be more flexible for foreign researchers as well as for
those, who did their doctorate abroad. A major change in 2004 abolished the division of
the two stages and replaced the age limit (32 years for the second stage) by the
requirement of a maximum of four years after the doctorate graduation (ibid.: 15f.).
Women make up 20% of all supported researchers. They have been 22.8% of all
applicants. This is both less than the female percentage among the successful
Habiliationen as well as among the junior professors. The programme evaluation sees
this based in the subject bias (towards life sciences and natural sciences), where women
are generally more underrepresented than in e.g. humanities. At the same time, the
decision-making way has been identified as potentially creating a gender bias. A new
selection process (including interviews) since 2004 has not been part of the evaluation,
so this hypothesis cannot be verified yet (Böhmer/Hornbostel/Meuser 2008: 28ff.).
Differences between women and men can be seen in the choice of institutions. The
successful applicants can choose an institution, where they establish their research
group. For both men and women, the research activities in the institution were the most
important reason to choose the institution. Interesting differences can be seen in the
item “the institution is close to my home town”, which has been chosen by 10.9% of the
women, but only 7.1% of the men. We cannot know the specific reasons for this, but in
55
56

Description at: http://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/promoting_young_researchers/emmy_noether/index.html
Volkswagen-Stiftung, Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft and Max-Planck-Gesellschaft (MPG). None of those has a similar
scale. The MPG-programme also works only inside the extra-mural Max Planck Institutions.
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the context of work-life balance, this could be a hint (Böhmer/Hornbostel/Meuser 2008:
57). Especially, since the further evaluation of work-life balance aspects in the
programme show a well-known traditional picture. Around three forth of the
participants were living with a partner or married. Most of those women (90%) were
part of a typical “dual-career couple”, while this applies to less than 50% of the men.
Only 5% of the women have a part-time employed partner (2.6% not employed at all),
compared to 28% of the men (24.5% not employed at all). This means, that less than
50% of the men in the programme have a partnership where they have to share potential
family duties with another full-time employee compared to more than 90% of the
women (ibid.: 106). 54% of the women have no children, compared to 52.2% of the
men. 24% of the women have more than one child compared to 29% of the men.
The presumption that women are more affected by family duties is also reflected in the
section on improvement opportunities. Even though men and women who have children
are asking for better child care opportunities, this concerns more than 80% of the
women (compared to more than 60% of the men). More flexible working arrangements
have been requested by around 30% of women (with children) compared to less than
20% of men (with children). In the interviews of the evaluation, only women explained,
that the choice for the institution was influenced by their family situation (ibid.: 107).
The reason “I studied/did my doctorate at this institution” has been important for three
times more men than women (3.6% vs. 10.7%). Since this is explicitly unwanted in the
programme, this preference indicates a strong connection for some programme
participants with their previous research community (Böhmer/Hornbostel/Meuser 2008:
57).

4.4.4

Comparing different ways of qualification

Even though a comparison of those three ways of qualification is difficult due to their
different duration, scope and available statistical information, some attempts have been
made. A comparative analysis of the Emmy-Noether-programme and junior professors
has shown some advantages of the Emmy-Noether-programme. Participants explain a
greater independence and a better financial (material) situation. But a double
qualification (additional Habilitation) has been taken into consideration by far more
Emmy-Noether-programme participants than by junior professors. For those subjects
participating in a significant amount in the Emmy-Noether-programme, more women
were in the programme than they were amongst junior professors (natural sciences and
technical sciences: 25% female junior professors and 32% female programme
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participants). However, we know that the percentage of female programme participants
in total is lower than the rate of junior professors (Rössel/Landfester 2004, see above).

4.4.5

Family and work situations of junior staff

The existing data on the family and work situations of junior staff outside the before
mentioned two categories has some limitations. First, since it both (Lind 2008; MetzGöckel et al. 2009) focuses on university employees, the – smaller – number of those
doctoral candidates and Habilitation candidates outside universities are not covered. It
also does not differ between the qualification periods as well as it does not show at all,
whether the scientists are heading towards a qualification at all. However, this is due to
a lack of information available. Especially when the official statistics are the basis for
analysis (Metz-Göckel et al. 2009), there is no such information.
However, both works give a good overview of the family situation of young scientists.
The number of female researchers in North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) has increased
from 1994-2004 significantly more than the number of male researchers. However, also
here, we do not get a different picture. The lowest staff category BAT57 II has a
percentage of 34.3% women, the next one (BAT I) 27.6% and the category C1
(qualification position for Habilitation) 28.3%. Despite this numbers, men are still
covering two thirds of junior positions in higher education and research. Looking at
full-time and part-time employment, the difference between women and men is
significant. The increase of part-time employment from 63% of all position in 1994 to
68% in 2004 was mainly affecting women. 46% of the women and 27% of the men
were part-time employed. In 1994, this was 38% of women and 26% of men (MetzGöckel et al. 2009: 112f.).
The type of employment relates to the family situation. Since part-time employment is
often characterized as an option for combining family and work, this seems obvious, but
huge differences between men and women become visible. The majority of all
researchers, 69.7% of full-time employees and 83.4% of part-time employees, is
without children. While the number of women with children is higher among part-time
employees, it is the other way round for men. In total, more part-time researchers are
without children. The advantage of reduced working time seems to be less important for
young researchers than a lack of financial security for creating a family. Beside this, the
interviewees also mentioned short-term contracts and unsecure working arrangement as
important for the decision against children (Metz-Göckel et al. 2009: 116).

57

Bundesangestelltentarif, German civil service pay scale. It was removed in 2005/2006 by a new scale.
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Fig. 12: Type of occupation and children (Metz-Göckel et al. 2009: 116)

Despite the rather negative impression from the numbers, many interviewees gave a
positive feedback on the flexibility of their working hours. The main aspect of work was
describes as “result oriented” rather than “presence oriented”. However, this was not
seen as a principle advantage in higher education and research, but rather as a result of a
pleasant and understanding boss. At the same time, the work has been describes as
lacking a distinction between work and non-work. The permanent mental presence of
work-related topics and a high overtime has been described as usual (Metz-Göckel et al.
2009: 135-139).
A rather negative image of the working conditions for part-time employees can be
found in the study of Grün et al. (2009). The average weekly working hours differ a lot
from the agreed time. This holds true both for full-time and for part-time workers. But
the unpaid extra work of part-time employees has been much more. Despite the lack of
gender-segregated data in the study, we can say that women are more affected by this as
they are more often working in part-time employments.
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Fig. 13: Contracted and real working time for temporary employees, by source of finance (based on Grün
et al. 27)

The BAWIE project (Lind 2009) is based on numbers from 2007. It covers more than 8
000 junior scientists, the majority doctoral candidates (44%), followed by post-docs
(39%). 17% has successfully completed the Habilitation (Lind 2009: 8.)
It shows an almost equal number of scientists with children (47%) and without children
(53%). While there is no gender difference regarding the scientists without children
(27% of the men and 26% of the women), the number of men with children (30%) is
almost twice as high as the number of women with children (17%). 82% of the
scientists live in a partnership. This applies a bit more for men (83%) than for women
(80%). At the same time, a more traditional partnership again seems to apply more to
the women: 78% of them see themselves as a part of a dual career couple, where only
68% of the men do. More than half (52%) of those women who are mothers as well see
many difficulties in combining their career with their partner’s career. This applies to
46% of the men (Lind 2008: 9ff.).
One third of the parents feel a negative impact of their parenthood for their career while
half of the parents do not see any impact. But the negative impact has been mentioned
by twice as much women (48%) as men (24%). A huge difference can be seen in the
impact of parenthood on the support from the mentor: 90% of the men did not see a
reduced support while only 62% of the women agree to that (Lind 2008: 19f.).
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4.5

Professors

In 2005, 37 865 professors were working in German higher education institutions,
according to official statistics. This comprises junior professors (who belong to the
group of professors, even though they belong to a stage qualifying for this occupation)
as well as full professors on different staff categories. Of those, 5 412 were women
(14.3%) (DESTATIS 2006). This number has almost doubled since 1992, when 2 246
out of 34 702 professors were women. Among the highest-ranking category58 of
professors (C4/W3), the number of female professors increased from 458 (3.8%) in
1992 to 1 246 (10%) in 2005. The vertical segregation, which was already visible
among the junior staff, is still valid within the group of professors. On lower ranking
positions, women are more present than among the highest ranks.

Fig. 14: Female professors since 1992 by salary class (Fig. 4.1.1. BLK Heft 139)

In 2006, 20.3% of the applicants for a professor position (W2/W3) were women. 21.8%
of the newly appointed professors were women59. There is slight increase between the
number of female applicants and the appointments. This shows the increasing tendency
to appoint women for a professorship, but they remain underrepresented.

58

Junior professors usually belong to category W1, while full professors have the two categories W2 and W3, with
the latest as the higher ranking. The older categories C3 (equivalent to W2) and C4 (equivalent to W3) were
abolished in 2004. They remain valid for those who have been appointed in the past. New appointments only use
the W-categories.
59
All numbers based on BLK 2007.
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The difference between W2 and W3 positions remains valid also within the subjects. In
2006, mathematics and natural sciences were the only subjects, where more women than
men were appointed for W3 (14.4%) than for W2 positions (11.8%).

Fig. 15: Appointment of female professors 2000-2005 by salary class (based on BLK 2005; 2000-2002-:
only C-salary, 2003/2004 both, from 2005: only W-salary)

With these numbers, Germany remains underneath the European average. The highest
ranking researchers (Grade A) average in EU-27 in 2007 was 20%. Germany (12%) was
amongst the countries with the five lowest participation rates (together with Denmark).
Only Greece, The Netherlands and Belgium (11%) as well as Cyprus (10%),
Luxemburg (9%) and Malta (2%) have less female Grade A researchers. Ireland has the
highest percentage of women (34%). Lithuania has 14%, the UK 17% and Sweden
18%, thus all three being underneath the average as well. There has been no country,
where the percentage of female Grade A researchers has decreased since 2002, even
though the increases have been very different (She Figures 2009). However, due to the
different scope and classification of those positions a direct comparison remains
difficult (cf. She Figures 2006).
The family situation of professors has been analysed in a survey dating back to 2003
(Zimmer 2007). The results reflect more or less what we already saw for the junior staff
(Chapter 4.4), including some differences that may result from the higher age of the
polled group. 66% of the women and 91% of the men were married of in a stable
relationship60. 20% of the women were single, compared to 3% of the men. 80% of the
male professors had at least one child; half the female professors were without children.
60

This is differs a bit more from what Lind (2009) found out for junior staff.
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The number of children differs as well highly between men and women: 8% of the
women had more than two children compared to one third of the men. The average
number of children was 1.77 for the male professors and 0.8 (less than half as much) for
females. The difference regarding the occupation of their partners was obvious: While
97% of the female professors partners were continuously working this holds true only
for 83% of the men (Zimmer 2007: 147ff.). The survey shows also a huge difference
between Eastern and Western Germany61. While 94% of those female professors who
completed their doctorate in states of Eastern Germany were mothers, only 50% of
those in Western Germany have children. Within Western Germany, the percentage
differs between 67% (Saarland) and 20% (Bremen). The difference in Eastern Germany
was rather little. Only Saxony shows a percentage of 87% of mothers, all other states
are at 100% (Zimmer 2007: 150). The encompassing infrastructure for family support
and child-care in Eastern Germany has been seen as an important factor for a better
integration of women in working life. Also the tenure track system in the universities of
the German Democratic Republic has been mentioned as a reason for those differences
(ibid.: 152). Also the little reputation of a career in higher education and research has
been seen as a reason. This corresponds with other findings that see the reputation of a
professor as an important factor for the exclusion of women from that profession
(Bilinski 2007).

Fig. 16: Child-care of pre-school age children of professors (main source of child-care, based on Krimmer
et al.: 25)

61

Based on the federal state where the doctorate was completed.
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The survey of Zimmer (2009: 152f.) shows that female professors mainly used childcare infrastructure. 38% of the polled women say that they used child-care opportunities
during their career. Only 6% of the polled men say that. The most significant difference
shows up regarding the role of the partner. For two thirds of the male professors, the
child care of their own children was done by their partner. This applies only to 8% of
the female professors.
These findings can be summarized as follows: The majority of male professors remain
in a family situation where a traditional share of duties still takes place. They are
discharged from family duties by their partners and have little obligations for their
work. Female professors have to combine both – family and work – in a usually
demanding working environment. But many women also seem to assume this double
burden and prefer either to leave higher education and research at an earlier stage or to
remain childless.
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5

Work-Life Balance and female dropping out

The idea of balancing work and non-work is obviously contradicting a self-concept of
higher education and research, where the occupation is not a profession but a “way of
life”. Balancing life and claiming time for private non-work related activities seem to
undermine the life style of the profession where the scientist has to be available and
occupied more or less around the clock. The lack of women is often described as a
result of personal decisions and decisions made solely based on competence and equal
competition. As well, despite evidence of open and subtle discrimination mechanisms,
female researchers declare not to be affected by any such mechanism and try to combat
problems by “individual processes of adaptation and effective organisation of the
personal situation” (Zimmer 2007: 88). This has also been described as a result of the
self-image of higher education and research as a gender neutral, solely competence
based area, which is disturbed by political interference (Metz-Göckel 2007: 111f.).
But proven through various researches we know, that the institutional framework and
the structures influence the process of an academic career very different for men and for
women (Krais/Krumpeter 1997: 32ff.). Different explanations for the lack of women in
higher stages have been used: a lack of qualified women that are able to take up a
specific position, the unequal distribution of men and women over the different subjects
and, often used as the main reason, the dual burden of family care and the profession. At
the same time, there are many good reasons to challenge these explanations. They are
usually to narrow. Especially the last explanation neglects that the dual burden for many
women does not exist when they make essential decisions about their future career. As
well, women without children drop out of the system much more than their male
colleagues (Lind 2007).

5.1

Working conditions in higher education and research

The biggest criticism has been formulated with regard to the reliability and further
perspectives in the academic career. Beside the non-limited position of a full professor,
mainly part-time and short-term positions shape the picture of the academic institutions.
Even though the academic qualification during an employment can bee seen as the best
option for the integration into the scientific community, it is accompanied by rather
difficult working conditions. Three quarters of the employees are working in a
temporary arrangement.62 More than one third is part-time employed (Wissenschaftsrat
62

Legal changes in 2002 intended to limit these arrangement by imposing a maximum time of 6+6 years (doctoral
and post-doc) temporary employment. However, the result was the opposite. Instead of creating more unlimited
employment opportunities, universities left their junior staff without a perspective after the time limit (Burkhardt
2008: 70-75).
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2007: 11). The standard employment relationship is not the standard in higher education
and research, but the exception. Even though a limited contract is usually due to the
qualification, the work needed for the qualification is usually done apart from the
working time. As a result “a major part of the scientific work in universities is unpaid”
(Keller 2009: 163). In this context, definitions of a precarious employment63 apply for
such a working arrangement. They do not cover the living costs and lack security for the
future. Especially, they disable to creation of a family including a perspective for both
partners to remain in the job.
The weekly working time is usually going far beyond the stipulated hours. Especially
employees in part-time positions spent much more time working than agreed. While
women are more affected by part-time employment than men (Chapter 4.4.5), this
unpaid extra work is not only influencing women. But it contradicts the widespread idea
to combine family duties and work, therefore affecting those, who have to take these
duties: Mainly women.
The study of Grün et al. (2009) presented employees, who are in a de facto precarious
situation, but at the same time judge this situation rather positively: They are highly
motivated and have a positive view on their future. At the same time, the majority does
not believe in a secure future inside the academic field (8f.). The temporary
arrangements and the contract situation has been the only factor in the scheme of Grün
et al. (2009: 41) that is seen as discouraging by many junior scientists: Almost half of
them feel discouraged by it.
The overall working conditions seem not to be very inviting for young researchers to
create a family and to accommodate them. This correlates with the family situation of
many researchers as well as with the fact that women – most probably as a result of
expected problems – drop out even before they would start an academic career with a
doctorate.

5.2

Family situation

Men and women are seen differently when it comes to their inclusion into the labour
market. This does not only account for higher education, but it accounts there as well.
Women are “considered ’potentially pregnant’ unless they could prove that they were
sterile” (Hubbard 1989: 122). This always applied only to upper class women and was
an instrument to keep women out of high profile professions. Nevertheless it has its
implication still today. The incompatibility of an academic career with family duties is
63

A comprehension of several definitions in the context of science can be found at Klecha/Krumbein 2008: 14/15.
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still a widespread conviction among scientists. Women are seen as potential mothers,
but men are not seen as potential fathers (Holzbecher 2002: 10). This is also the case for
women without partner and children: They have been confronted with the accusation of
“blocking the job for a family father” (Lind 2004: 52). For women, it seems to be a
problem if she has children: There is an implicit assumption that she cannot contribute
to the research in an appropriate manner. For men, the only problem seems to be the
involvement in the family (Lind 2004a: 26). Women who combine child-care with a
scientific career challenge the traditional picture of “higher education and research as a
form of life”64. When combining this with a part-time employment, they limit their own
career opportunities during their career (Metz-Göckel et al. 2009: 193ff.).
There are huge differences in the expectation of men and women regarding their own
future. In many cases, girls – and later women – are prepared for a future as both
working and child caring. This influences their identity and creates the “double
sociation” (Regina Becker-Schmidt) that makes the double burden of work and family
life an exclusive female issue. Despite this clear gender-bias with regards to family care,
this is not the only aspect of male dominated science. The family involvement of female
scientists has been an aspect of exclusion, but at the same time, this may not be seen as
the main reason for the female underrepresentation. There is only little difference
between female scientists with children and without children regarding the duration of
their qualifications. They publish more or less in the same amount.65 Women without
children also drop out much more than their male counterparts. The “careers of men and
women develop subtle in a different way even before women become mothers” (Lind
2007: 66f.).
The analysis of Metz-Göckel et al. (2009) rather showed that unstable working
conditions rather make young scientists both men and women, deciding against children
and a family. This is also in line with the findings of Grün et al. (2009: 31), where
nearly twice as much women have postponed to become children for work-related
reasons, while there is no difference between men and women in postponing due to
other reasons. The real problem of combining family and work seem not to be the
decisive factor of an academic career. It rather seems to be likely that the decision
against an academic career is already made before it might start (during the studies) and
that a decision against children is made during the career based on the assumption that it
would not be compatible with family care (Holzbecher 2002).
64

Title of Haffner/Krais 2008: Work as form of life?, the phrase “science as form of life is often used to describe the
demand in science to be continuously available.
65
As it has been mentioned in some research, the sample of successful female scientists with children is a group of
very highly motivated women. These results cannot give any information on the general possibility to combine a
career in science with parenthood. But it shows, that is would be to narrow just to focus on those aspects (Lind
2007: 67).
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5.3

Integration into the scientific community

“One is not a good historian, because one is a good historian, but because the others
say that one is a good historian. I myself say that I am a good historian the others will
laugh. When one other good historian says that Charlie P. is a good historian the others
will nod…” (Interviewee in Beaufaÿs 2003: 175.)
Higher education and research has been described as the area, where the incorporation
into informal internal networks is of utmost importance: “there is hardly any other
occupational sector than higher education and research, where coalition building and old
boys networks are so decisive for the career” (Kneesch/Rinne 1995:13). For the German
academic system, a “family-style-relationship” (Löther 2003: 11) between father and
son is characteristic. It becomes visible in the name of the academic mentor of a
doctoral candidate: Doktorvater (doctoral father), which has nowadays been completed
by Doktormutter (doctoral mother). This system requires an intensive integration into
the community, which is usually realized by the contact of the academic mentor.
The integration into the scientific community starts already during the studies. Lind
(2004: 74) calls the different handling of male and female students during their studies a
“successive demoralization”. The different results on student staff in universities show,
that female students are not generally underrepresented among student staff. But female
students have different tasks than male students. The integration into scientific work
works much better for male student staff. They are working much more often on
demanding tasks and they are more often motivated to stay in higher education and
research. The role model effect of a same-sex mentor has also been proved to be
relevant for planning an academic career at this stage (Lind 2004: 72ff.).
The lack of integration goes on during the doctoral studies. The difference between the
integration of internal and external doctoral candidates has been mentioned before (c.f.
chapter 4). Especially scholarship holders have lacked contact and integration into the
scientific community. A gender impact shows up since women are using scholarships
much more than men (Lind 2004: 75). The way into employment is paved by knowing
someone who offers a job. The THESIS-survey shows a difference between the selfassessment of doctoral candidates regarding their integration into the community and
their inclusion into research network by participating in national and international
conferences (Thesis 2004: 19). While both men and women felt almost equally
integrated, the participation of women in congresses was lower (cf. chapter 4). The lack
of structure and orientation during the doctoral studies has been seen in an older
research as a problem mainly for women (Koch 1995: 283-288). This corresponds to the
answers in the THESIS-survey, where the least difference between men and women
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regarding their active participation in conferences was amongst those in a graduate
school66 (Thesis 2004: 20).
The integration into the community is not necessarily based on transparent criteria. The
decision about the quality of a work is based on the judgement of those, who are already
“in the club”, usually professors. They review and decide. The interviews of Beaufaÿs
(2003) show, how this decision is based on criteria that somehow seems to appear from
nowhere within the academic community. The interviewees say that they cannot list the
criteria, but they know them (Beaufaÿs 2003: 168f.). This concept of an inner circle and
the conviction that a senior scientist judges whether someone is eligible for further
support also characterizes the recruitment procedures for doctoral candidate positions at
universities and also for post-doc positions (Enders/Bornmann 2001: 48f.; Lind/Löther
n.d.: 30f.).

5.4

Recruitment

The recruitment of junior positions (doctorate candidates and Habilitation) has been
criticised several times for its non-transparency. It is highly dependent on personal
contacts and informal job offers. The appointment for junior professors has been diverse
until now. The majority positions are recruited the same way as full professors while
others (mostly in the past) are assigned in an informal way (Lind/Löther n.d.: 30f.).
A specific study has been conducted on the appointment procedure for university
professors. It shows several shortcomings regarding the gender impact of the procedure
(Färber/Spangenberg 2008). The main aspects of criticism have been:
• High level of informal processes and lack of transparency in the process,
• Less access to potential positions due to a lack of women’s involvement into
informal networks,
• Composition of the selection committee and selection of external experts,
• Highly gender biased criteria.
The problems named above can be found very concentrated in this detailed analysis of
appointment procedures. The lack of transparent information both in advance as well as
during the process of selection has been criticised by both men and women. The gender
bias starts already in combination with informal networking at the level of formulating
66
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the job advertisement. The information about job opportunities is often shared through
informal (male) networks (Färber/Spangenberg 2008: 82-95).
The composition of the selection panel has been seen as male dominated and partly
hostile towards applicants. Mainly women have seen a dismissive atmosphere as a
problem in the application procedure. The lack of women was said to be an important
fact both for the atmosphere, but also for the inclusion of criteria that take women’s
situations (e.g. child-care duties, past mobility) into account. The gender awareness of
the members in the selection committee has been seen as equally important. The critical
role of informal relations is not only a problem during the announcement of open
positions and within the selection panel. External experts are also mainly nominated
based on personal contacts of the panel members (ibid.: 117-148).
The informal criteria for applications are gender biased. The Habilitation has been seen
as necessary precondition for a successful application, despite the alternative
qualification opportunities (ibid.: 171f.). However, since the junior professorship has
just been introduced, this might be changing in the future. The sole “numbering” and
counting of important publications has been defined as a problem for some areas where
women are predominant, e.g. gender studies, some areas in medical research. Especially
the lack of integration into the scientific community that has been proved for women
during their junior career stage has a negative impact on those – only superficially
neutral – quantitative criteria (ibid.: 149-177).
Even though we can see here a detailed analysis only for the step from junior staff to a
full professorship these knowledge is quite important. The – to some extent only small –
differences that manifest male and female careers become more important as the stage
of the career becomes higher. Contacts that have been made during the qualification
periods remain important when reaching the higher level. Integration into the
community and access to informal networks – usually provided through the academic
mentor – play a significant, decisive role when applying for a full professorship. Such a
position is the only long-term occupation in higher education and research that gives
enough room for independent research and at the same time a financial secure situation.
Due to the high dependence of junior researchers, professors play a crucial role in
shaping the “face of the profession”. As such, equal access to professorship is a key for
a more equal system of research and science.
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6

Summary

The presented information on work-life balance in higher education and research and
men and women in academic careers leave a divers picture. While the overarching
judgement of the working circumstances is rather negative, many researchers show high
motivation and identification with their job. At the same time, the conditions within the
profession seem to make women leaving earlier and more often than men. It is a proven
fact, that women do not only leave earlier, they also do not start an academic career at
all after they finished their studies. The assumptions of the working conditions play a
role there. Women expect a double burden with combining work and family and they do
not see this being realized in higher education and research. Most often, these
assumptions are close to reality: Overtime, short-term and part-time contracts and an
instable financial situation as a result are main factors of an academic life.
But the sources of the underrepresentation of women in higher education and research
must be seen on different levels. It is useful to decide between internal factors, such as
structural barriers in the system of higher education and research and external
influences. Higher education and research has been a field for men and by men for
many years. Men embossed the criteria, the surrounding and structures. The result of
such a process does not have to exclude women naturally, but is has been proved as
doing so in many instances. On the other side, external factors play an important role as
well. The unbalanced share of family duties, an implicitly gender biased education
starting with little children and external expectations towards men and women also
influence research and researchers. This is a result of structures and behaviour of a
society. A very insecure and risky future as a result of the working conditions in higher
education and research will influence female and male scientists differently as long as
these imbalance remains. Thirdly, these different factors overlap at several points.
We get a rather complex picture of interdependences. The aspects that seem to be
relevant for the high gender imbalance can be divided into different parts. They require
different answers from different parties responsible.
• Working conditions: The working conditions have been described as unstable
and unreliable. Temporary employment is the usual situation for a junior scientist
and beside a full professorship there is no career perspective inside academia. The
majority of junior positions lack independence of the researchers. The career
system is still based on very hierarchical structures. Some changes have been
made with regards to the post-doc stage and the first evaluations seem to send a
positive signal. However, it remains a task of the future to identify, whether they
become a good way for a more equal participation of women in higher education
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and research or whether they create new blind alleys with no way out. But despite
these changes, the precarious situation for junior scientists remains. Temporary
and part-time employment leaves many without a stable financial situation and
without the opportunity to plan the own future. These conditions are not
welcoming for those who want to start a family since they lack any form of
reliability.
• Family care infrastructure: Even though having children cannot be seen as the
sole reason for the lack of women in higher education and research, the
opportunities to combine family care and work is an important aspect of the high
drop out rate. In many aspects, there is a close connection between the
abovementioned situation of junior scientists and the family situation. The
working conditions seem to have two different impacts at different stages: Due to
the assumption of the impossibility to combine work and family care, especially
women do not start a doctorate and quit the university after they finished their
studies. Those women who remain in higher education and research often adjust
their future plans due to the circumstances and requirements of their profession. A
little number successfully combines family and work, but this seems to happen
rather despite the circumstances. If the day-by-day work as well as the career
itself would be easier to plan, this would not only benefit women. It could also
encourage more men to overtake an increased part of family duties thus leading to
a more equal division of those tasks.
• Structural barriers: Structural barriers inside the university seem to mostly
invisible. Informal circles and networks, personal contacts and last but not least
the phenomenon of “homophily” in a male dominated field are no open
discrimination. They are hidden factors that remain very effective to keep women
out of the system. The self-concept of higher education and research as a
meritocratic system is actually the source of an unequal outcome. The “norm” in
higher education and research is male. This influences the judgement about
quality. The recruiting mechanisms are embedded in these structures. Even at the
level of higher positions, where formal procedures are fixed the informal level of
decision making is very high. This works as a gate keeper that is still reducing the
number of women in those positions that are the most stable and influential for
higher education and research. This knowledge is the basis for further women
support mechanisms.
These different aspects of women drop out require different answers as well. While the
financial and organisational conditions of academic employment are highly depending
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on the financial and legal situation of the institutions, the structural barriers are often a
matter of inner-institutional regulations and external pressure. Less tense and insecure
working arrangements also contribute to the work family balance. Infrastructure for
childcare is the responsibility of the institution but requires at the same time sufficient
legal and financial conditions. The assumption of incompatibility of work and family
life is a major obstacle that requires a response. The infrastructure of childcare as well
as more flexible working conditions can improve the career opportunities for both men
and women.
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